IZ	FOREWORD
has removed many barriers, and I can hardly now be betraying
my trust if I include some things that formerly he would not
have wished to be broadcast. Naturally I did not submit to
him any of the adverse criticism which the book perforce
contains. This was a matter of personal courtesy. ^ Still less
did he see any of my modest attempts to champion his unusual
personality, for one is disinclined to praise a man to his face,
though I may say at once that he was one of those who can
stand, at any rate in written form, a great deal of praise, lie
could also stand a good deal of criticism and often enjoyed
seeing himself immortalised in caricature* \Vhcn I visited
him at the Villa Malta he showed me several volumes of
caricatures which he had collected in the course of the years.
He especially appreciated being represented as "Lord
Boolow," interpreting this as refutation of the suspicion that
he was hostile to England or did not understand her. Perhaps
his best caricature is that drawn by the pen of Emil LucKvig
in various passages of his book, Wilhdm II. These, as well
as an article written on the occasion of his eightieth birthday,
were read by Billow himself. Perhaps Emil Ludwig is not;
himself aware what an accomplished caricaturist he is.
Possessing some sense of humour as I do, I intend this as
praise, not blame.
• None of his successors in the Chancellorship can bear
comparison with Prince Otto von Bismarck, who in the
tlineteenth century united the German tribes and founded die
German Empire. His greatness as a statesman was un-
paralleled in Europe in spite of the occasional shortcomings
of his domestic, and the frequent violence of his foreign
policy. Of tremendous stature as a statesman, he was as a
man brilliant, witty and^ impelling* After his fall Chancellor
succeeded Chancellor in comparatively rapid succession,
whereas Bismarck had stood at the helm of State for nearly
a generation. It may be said, however, without exaggeration,
that of his followers not one m?de such a success of bis
role as did Berahard von Bulow, raised by his Emperor's
favour to noble rank as Prussian Minister of State and
eventually, as Imperial Chancellor, granted the title of 'Ptirst.
Furthermore, after Bismarck, Billow enjoyed the longest life
both as man and Chancellor. He directed foreign policy for
twelve years and was Imperial Chancellor for nine. Only

